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The least-squares meshfree method (LSMFM) for rigid-plasticity based on J2-ﬂow rule and inﬁnitesimal theory is pro-
posed. In the least-squares formulation the squared residuals of the constitutive and equilibrium equations are minimized.
Those residuals are represented in a form of ﬁrst-order diﬀerential system using the velocity and stress components as
nodal unknowns and thus the proposed formulation is a mixed-type method. Also the penalty scheme for the enforcement
of the boundary and frictional contact conditions is devised and the reshaping of nodal supports is introduced to avoid the
diﬃculties due to the severe local deformation near the contact interface. The proposed method does not require any struc-
ture of extrinsic cells for the construction of shape functions, the treatment of incompressibility, the integration of varia-
tional formulation and the reconstruction of approximation. Through some numerical examples of metal forming
processes, the validity and eﬀectiveness of the method are discussed.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Meshfree method can be very useful in the analysis of large deformation problems, where frequent remodeling
of analysis domain is required, if the method could not borrow any mesh-related concept from the well-established
ﬁnite element method during the whole process of analysis. The ﬁrst application of meshfree method to large
deformation problems such as metal forming process was carried out by Chen et al. (1996). This method is based
on the Galerkin formulation with the Lagrangian reproducing kernel approximation. The Lagrangian shape func-
tions are computed by the transformation of initial shape functions from the undeformed conﬁguration to the
current deformed conﬁguration. Since the ﬁrst work by Chen et al. appeared, several attempts have been made0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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et al., 2002). However, they all used Galerkin formulation with Lagrangian-type meshfree approximations.
Although Galerkin formulation has been the most robust numerical method for solid mechanics problems,
the full achievement of meshfree eﬀectiveness with it is still diﬃcult. One of the major diﬃculties in Galerkin
meshfree methods is the requirement of background cells for domain integration because the integration accu-
racy signiﬁcantly aﬀects the solution accuracy in Galerkin formulation. Therefore in many cases Galerkin
meshfree methods have used element-like cells with high-order Gauss quadrature rules. The needs of carefully
constructed integration cells can weaken the eﬀectiveness of meshfree methods and thus several attempts have
been made to avoid the use of element-like integration cells (Beissel and Belytschko, 1996; Atluri and Zhu,
1998; Dolbow and Belytschko, 1999a; Chen et al., 2001; Carpinteri et al., 2002). Another diﬃculty is in the
treatment of incompressible locking. In the ﬁnite element method, the selective reduced integration or mixed
method is employed for eliminating the volumetric locking. However the application of those treatments to
meshfree methods is not straightforward because they are based on the element concept. In the mixed method,
lower-order approximation is used for dual variables to satisfy the so-called LBB condition. In most Galerkin
meshfree methods the implementation of lower-order approximation has been performed with the help of cell-
structure (Dolbow and Belytschko, 1999b; Chen et al., 2000a,b).
In recent years, it has been shown that the meshfree methods based on least-squares formulation are robust
to integration errors (Park and Youn, 2001; Park et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2001) and the ﬁrst-order least-
squares formulation gives uniform convergence behavior in the incompressible limit (Cai et al., 1998; Kwon
et al., 2003). From the mathematical point of view, the ﬁrst-order least-squares formulation can be regarded as
a sort of mixed formulation. However it diﬀers from the Galerkin mixed formulation in that the equal-order
shape functions can be employed for both primal and dual variables (Jiang, 1998; Cai et al., 1998; Kwon et al.,
2003). With these features, the mesh-related diﬃculties could be overcome. Although the least-squares formu-
lation has been extensively applied to non-self-adjoint problems in the ﬁelds of computational ﬂuid dynamics
and electromagnetics (Jiang, 1998), little interest has been devoted to its application to solid mechanics.
In this paper, the least-squares meshfree method (LSMFM) for rigid-plasticity is proposed to eliminate any
use of extrinsic cells in the numerical analysis of metal forming process. For this purpose, the ﬁrst-order least-
squares formulation for rigid-plasticity based on J2-ﬂow rule and inﬁnitesimal theory is proposed (in Section
3). Sections 4 and 5 describe the penalty method for the enforcement of boundary and frictional contact con-
ditions, and the support integration scheme for the proposed LSMFM, in which the integration points are
generated using nodal supports, respectively. Also the reshaping of nodal supports is introduced to overcome
the necessity of remodeling in Section 6. Then, the validity and eﬀectiveness of the proposed LSMFM are
investigated through the numerical examples of metal forming process in Section 7.
2. Moving least-squares approximation
The moving least-squares (MLS) method (Lancaster and Salkauskas, 1981) is the most widely used approx-
imation scheme in recent meshfree methods. Also in the present least-squares method the MLS approximation
is employed. In the sequel, the construction of the MLS shape functions and their derivatives are brieﬂy
reviewed. For more details, please refer to other literatures (for example, Lancaster and Salkauskas, 1981;
Duarte and Oden, 1995).
Let X be an open domain of Rd, d = 1,2 or 3, xI 2 X; I ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N , the given nodal points,
fpigni¼1; n 6 N , some basis for the approximation and wI(x) non-negative weight function associated with
the nodal point xI. Then the MLS shape function for the Ith node wI can be written aswIðxÞ ¼ pTðxÞA1ðxÞBIðxÞ ð1Þ
wherepTðxÞ ¼ ½p1ðxÞ; p2ðxÞ; . . . ; pnðxÞ ð2aÞ
AðxÞ ¼ PTWðxÞP ð2bÞ
BIðxÞ ¼ wIðxÞpðxIÞ ð2cÞ
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0 w2ðxÞ    0
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
0 0    wN ðxÞ
2
666664
3
777775 ð2eÞFirst-order derivatives of the MLS shape functions are then given as follows:wI;i ¼ pT;iA1BI þ pTA1BI ;i  pTA1A;iA1BI ð3ÞIn the computation of the MLS shape functions, no explicit mesh, i.e., element connectivity, is required. This
fact enables the meshfree strategies for the solution of diﬀerential equations.
The MLS shape functions can reproduce any function in the basis and the smoothness of the MLS shape
functions is the minimum of those of the basis and the weight functions. Thus any desired smoothness of shape
functions can be achieved if the basis and the weight functions are chosen properly. This smoothness property
can be eﬀectively used in the high-order diﬀerential equations such as plate and shell problems, where at least
C1-continuity is required for the shape functions.
Throughout the present work, the linear basis, pT = [1,x,y] and the following weight function are used
(Duarte and Oden, 1995).wIðxÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4=p
p ð1 kx xIk2=h2I Þ4 if kx xIk < hI
0 if kx xIkP hI
(
ð4Þwhere hI is the inﬂuence radius of the nodal point xI. If not stated otherwise, hI has been selected so that
hI = 1.5d, where d is the local nodal spacing.3. Least-squares method for rigid-plasticity
The least-squares meshfree method is based on the ﬁrst-order least-squares formulation with meshfree
approximation such as MLS approximation. The ﬁrst-order least-squares method is obtained by the simple
idea of minimizing the squared residuals in the ﬁrst-order diﬀerential system. Its ﬁnite element approach,
the least-squares ﬁnite element method (LSFEM), has been used to overcome the diﬃculties of Galerkin
method such as oscillation, instability of the solution and inaccuracy of the solution’s derivatives in dealing
with the non-self-adjoint equations that appear, e.g., in ﬂuid dynamics and electromagnetics. LSFEM has a
long history and various schemes have been devised to improve the solution accuracy. For more details
and the improved schemes for various problems, refer to the work of Jiang (1998) and the references therein.
In the ﬁnite element analysis of metal forming processes, the reconstruction of mesh is often required during
the analysis since the large deformation causes severe local distortion of mesh, especially in the tool-workpiece
contact region. Thus meshfree strategy would be eﬃcient in dealing with metal forming processes if it is possible
to devise a truly meshfree method with reasonable accuracy. The meshfree methods based on the Galerkin for-
mulation are sensitive to integration errors since the satisfaction of integral identities, such as the integration by
parts and divergence theorem, is essentially required in Galerkin formulation. In contrast to Galerkin method,
the least-squares method, where integration may be regarded just as a tool of averaging, does not employ such
integral identities. Therefore the least-squares method is robust to integration errors. It practically means that
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degrading the solution accuracy. Therefore the least-squares method can be used eﬀectively in devising a truly
meshfree method (Park and Youn, 2001; Kwon et al., 2003). Recently it has been shown that the ﬁrst-order
LSMFM has another attractive feature of the uniform behavior in the incompressible limit (Kwon et al.,
2003) in addition to the robustness to integration errors. This feature is very desirable in the analyses of metal
forming processes since the plastic deformation is incompressible.
In this paper, the LSMFM based on rigid-plasticity is presented for the analysis of metal forming processes.
In the rigid-plasticity, the elastic portion of deformation is neglected and all plastic deformation is treated as a
ﬂow problem. Therefore the resulting formulation based on this assumption is called ﬂow formulation. While
the rigid-plasticity has a drawback of not predicting the elastic unloading behavior, it is computationally more
eﬃcient than elasto-plasticity. In the elasto-plasticity, implicit time integration should be performed for the
rate form constitutive equation. Furthermore, the nature of elasto-plastic constitutive equation requires short
time steps, especially when the body goes from elastic to plastic deformations. In many metal forming pro-
cesses, particularly in bulk deformation processes, elastic deformation is relatively small compared to plastic
deformation and thus the assumption of rigid-plasticity is valid in the practical analysis. Consequently, the
Galerkin ﬁnite element method based on rigid-plasticity has been successfully applied to a variety of metal
forming processes (Kobayashi et al., 1989).
Theoretically the strong form of governing equations, which consist of the equilibrium equation and the
ﬂow rule, is referred to the current conﬁguration. In the least-squares formulation to be presented, the squared
residual of the governing equations are integrated over the last calculated conﬁguration without considering
the kinematics for ﬁnite strains between the two conﬁgurations. In this sense, the formulation is regarded as an
inﬁnitesimal formulation. However, to cope with ﬁnite deformation problems, the formulation employs the
spatial derivatives of the static and kinematic variables updated with respect to the last calculated conﬁgura-
tion. This is a general approach when the ﬂow formulation is used for the analysis of large deformation prob-
lems. It should be noted that the ﬂow rule of plasticity satisﬁes the notion of objectivity. The ﬂow rule is
written as the relationship between the Cauchy stress tensor and the strain rate tenor, and both tensors are
objective Eulerian tensors. Therefore large rotations can be dealt with in the current formulation. Theoreti-
cally the ﬂow rule itself is valid under ﬁnite plastic strains.
In the ﬁrst-order least-squares formulation, both static and kinematic variables are nodal unknowns and they
are calculated concurrently, while the Galerkin formulation ﬁrst calculates the kinematic variable and then
updates the static variable with the knownkinematic variable. Here the static variablemeans stress, and the kine-
matic variable means velocity or displacement. Therefore, the least-squares formulation employs the constitu-
tive equation written in a complementary form, where the static and kinematic variables are explicitly written as
unknowns. In elasto-plasticity, the time integration of constitutive equation is implicitly performed by the so-
called radial-return mapping algorithm to calculate the current stress, plastic strain and internal variables.
Due to the philosophy of the concurrent calculation of both static and kinematic variables, any modiﬁcation
of the static variables with the kinematic variables ﬁxed should be avoided in least-squares formulation. There-
fore the constitutive equation used in the least-squares formulation should not be the rate-form constitutive
equation, but the one including such time integration algorithm.However, the complementary form for the ﬁnite
strain elasto-plasticity with the time integration algorithm is not currently available and would be studied for the
future development of LSMFM for plasticity. In this respect, rigid-plasticity is employed in this ﬁrst application
of the LSMFM to plasticity. The ﬂow formulation of rigid-plasticity does not require time integration of the con-
stitutive equation and the J2-ﬂow rule is written in a complementary form. The analogy between the ﬂow for-
mulation of rigid-plasticity and the governing equations of ﬂuid dynamics is another reason that the rigid-
plasticity is employed in this paper. The J2-ﬂow rule is written in the same form with the constitutive equation
of the Newtonian ﬂuid. Therefore the governing equations of the rigid-plasticity are described in a similar form
with the Stokes equation for the incompressible viscous ﬂow in the Newtonian ﬂuid mechanics, for which the
ﬁrst-order least-squares method is well-established (Jiang, 1998). In this respect, validity of the least-squares
method for rigid-plasticity can be anticipated. However, the least-squares formulation of rigid-plasticity to be
presented is much diﬀerent from that of the Stokes problem since material properties are nonlinear in the
rigid-plasticity. In the present section, the ﬁrst-order least-squares formulation for three-dimensional rigid-plas-
ticity, its degeneration to two-dimensional cases and the details of their implementations are presented.
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In this section, the ﬁrst-order least-squares formulation for the rigid-plasticity based on inﬁnitesimal theory
and J2-ﬂow rule is proposed. The governing equations in the domain X are given as follows (Kobayashi et al.,
1989):(i) Equilibrium equation :
orij
oxj
¼ 0 ð5aÞ
(ii) Constitutive equation : _eij ¼ 3
2
_e
r
r0ij ð5bÞ
(iii) Yield criterion : r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r0ijr
0
ij
r
¼ rðeÞ ð5cÞ
(iv) Compatibility condition : _eij ¼ 1
2
ovi
oxj
þ ovj
oxi
 
ð5dÞwhere rij is the stress tensor, r0ij the deviatoric stress tensor, _eij the strain rate tensor and vi the velocity ﬁeld
with i, j = 1,2 or 3. The ﬂow stress r is a function of the equivalent strain e. The equivalent strain-rate _e is
deﬁned as follows:_e ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
_eij _eij
r
ð6ÞNow the following notations are introduced for the simplicity of further description.v ¼ m1 m2 m3½ T ð7aÞ
r ¼ r11 r22 r33 r12 r23 r13½ T ð7bÞ
_e ¼ _e11 _e22 _e33 _e12 _e23 _e13½ T ¼ Be1v ð7cÞ
r0 ¼ r011 r022 r033 r12 r23 r13½ T ¼ Pr ð7dÞ
Be1 ¼
o=ox 0 0
0 o=oy 0
0 0 o=oz
0:5o=oy 0:5o=ox 0
0 0:5o=oz 0:5o=oy
0:5o=oz 0 0:5o=ox
2
666666664
3
777777775
ð7eÞ
Be2 ¼
o=ox 0 0
0 o=oy 0
0 0 o=oz
o=oy o=ox 0
0 o=oz o=oy
o=oz 0 o=ox
2
666666664
3
777777775
ð7fÞ
P ¼
2=3 1=3 1=3 0 0 0
1=3 2=3 1=3 0 0 0
1=3 1=3 2=3 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
666666664
3
777777775
ð7gÞ
Bs ¼
o=ox 0 0 o=oy 0 o=oz
0 o=oy 0 o=ox o=oz 0
0 0 o=oz 0 o=oy o=ox
2
4
3
5 ð7hÞ
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least-squares formulation. With these independent variables, the governing equations (5) can be written in
the following ﬁrst-order diﬀerential system:Be1v 3
2
_e
r
Pr ¼ 0 ð8aÞ
Bsr ¼ 0 ð8bÞ
The ﬁrst equation is from the constitutive equation and the compatibility condition, and the second equation
is the equilibrium equation. In matrix form, we haveBe1  32 _erP
0 Bs
" #
v
r
 
¼ 0 ð9ÞThus the residuals of this system are deﬁned as follows:Rv  Be1v 3
2
_e
r
Pr ð10aÞ
Rr  Bsr ð10bÞ
For the least-squares formulation, the following squared residual is considered:Iðv; rÞ 
Z
ðRTv Rv þ RTrRrÞdX ð11ÞMinimizing I(v,r) by applying the stationary condition givesZ
ðRTv dRv þ RTrdRrÞdX ¼ 0 ð12ÞBy the application of Newton’s method, (12) is linearized as follows:Z
ðdRTvDRv þ dRTrDRr þ RTvDðdRvÞ þ dRTrDðdRrÞÞdX ¼
Z
ðRTv dRv  RTrdRrÞdX ð13ÞNow let us consider the ﬁrst- and second-order variations of residuals in (13). From (10a) the ﬁrst-order
variation of Rv is written asdRv ¼ Be1dv 3
2r
Prd_e 3
2
_e
r
Pdr ð14ÞTo obtain the expression of d_e in terms of independent variables, the squared form of (6) is considered._e2 ¼ 2
3
ð_e211 þ _e222 þ _e233 þ 2_e212 þ 2_e223 þ 2_e213Þ ð15ÞTaking variations to both sides of (15), we have_ed_e ¼ 2
3
ð_e11d_e11 þ _e22d_e22 þ _e33d_e33 þ 2_e12d_e12 þ 2_e23d_e23 þ 2_e13d_e13Þ ð16ÞThen, from (7c) and (7f) d_e is expressed in the following form:d_e ¼ 2
3_e
_eTBe2dv ð17ÞBy substituting (17) to (14) we have dRv in terms of the ﬁrst variations of independent variables, i.e. dv and dr.dRv ¼ Be1dv 1
r_e
r0 _eTBe2dv 3
2
_e
r
Pdr ð18ÞFrom (10b) the ﬁrst-order variation of Rr is written asdRr ¼ Bsdr ð19Þ
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r
r0 _eTBe2dvD
1
_e
 
 1
r _e
r0D _eTBe2dv 1
r _e
PDr _eTBe2dv 3
2r
PdrD _e ð20ÞIn (20), D _e and Dð1= _eÞ can be expressed by the ﬁrst variation of velocity as follows:
D _e ¼ Be1Dv ð21aÞ
D
1
_e
 
¼  1
_e2
D_e ¼  2
3_e3
_eTBe2Dv ð21bÞBy substituting (21) to (20) we haveDðdRvÞ ¼ 2
3r_e3
r0 _eTBe2dv _eTBe2Dv 1
r_e
r0DvTBTe1Be2dv
1
r _e
PDr_eTBe2dv 1
r _e
Pdr _eTBe2Dv ð22ÞRearranging (22) we have the following form of the second-order variation of Rv:DðdRvÞ ¼ 2
3r_e3
r0dvTBTe2 _e _e
TBe2Dv 1
r_e
r0dvTBTe2Be1Dv
1
r_e
dvTBTe2 _ePDr
1
r _e
Pdr_eTBe2Dv ð23ÞFrom (19) the second-order variation of Rr becomes a null vectorDðdRrÞ ¼ 0 ð24Þ
It should be noted that in this formulation the second-order variation (23) is included. Although this second-
order variation has been ignored in most least-squares formulations for other engineering ﬁelds such as com-
putational ﬂuid dynamics, the inclusion of this term might play a role in accelerating the iterative convergence
in each Newton step.
Let us consider each integrand of (13) respectively. Using (18) the ﬁrst integrand of the left-hand side of (13)
is written asdRTvDRv ¼ Be1dv
1
r_e
r0 _eTBe2dv 3
2
_e
r
Pdr
 T
Be1Dv 1
r_e
r0 _eTBe2Dv 3
2
_e
r
PDr
 
ð25ÞThen (25) is expanded as follows:dRTvDRv ¼ dvTBTe1Be1Dv
1
r _e
dvTBTe1r
0 _eTBe2Dv 1
r_e
dvTBTe2 _er
0TBe1Dvþ r
0Tr0
ðr_eÞ2 dv
TBTe2 _e _e
TBe2Dv
 3
2
_e
r
dvTBTe1PDrþ
3
2r2
dvTBTe2 _er
0TPDr 3
2
_e
r
drTPTBe1Dvþ 3
2r2
drTPTr0 _eTBe2Dv
þ 9
4
_e
r
 2
drTPTPDr ð26aÞUsing (18), (19), (23) and (24) other integrands in the left-hand side of (13) are written as follows:dRTrDRr ¼ ðBsdrÞTðBsDrÞ ¼ drTBTs BsDr ð26bÞ
RTvDðdRvÞ ¼
2RTv r
0
3r_e3
dvTBTe2 _e _e
TBe2Dv R
T
v r
0
r_e
dvTBTe2Be1Dv
1
r_e
dvTBTe2 _eR
T
v PDr
1
r_e
drTPTRv _e
TBe2Dv ð26cÞ
RTrDðdRrÞ ¼ 0 ð26dÞAlso the integrands in the right-hand side of (13) are obtained as follows:RTv dRv ¼ dRTv Rv ¼ dvTBTe1Rv 
r0TRv
r _e
dvTBTe2 _e
3
2
_e
r
drTPTRv ð27aÞ
RTrdRr ¼ dRTrRr ¼ drTBTs Rr ð27bÞ
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dvTKvvDvdXþ
R
dvTKvrDrdXR
drTKrvDvdXþ
R
drTKrrDrdX
" #
¼
R
dvTFv dXR
drTFr dX
" #
ð28ÞwhereKvv ¼ BTe1Be1 
1
r_e
BTe1r
0 _eTBe2  1
r_e
BTe2 _er
0TBe1 þ r
0Tr0
ðr_eÞ2 B
T
e2 _e_e
TBe2 þ 2R
T
v r
0
3r_e3
BTe2 _e _e
TBe2  R
T
v r
0
r_e
BTe2Be1 ð29aÞ
Kvr ¼  3
2
_e
r
BTe1Pþ
3
2r2
BTe2 _er
0TP 1
r_e
BTe2 _eR
T
v P ð29bÞ
Krv ¼  3
2
_e
r
PTBe1 þ 3
2r2
PTr0 _eTBe2  1
r_e
PTRv _e
TBe2 ð29cÞ
Krr ¼ 9
4
_e
r
 
PTPþ BTs Bs ð29dÞ
Fv ¼ BTe1Rv þ
r0TRv
r_e
BTe2 _e ð30aÞ
Fr ¼ 3
2
_e
r
PTRv  BTs Rr ð30bÞNow the unknowns (i.e. v and r) are approximated using MLS shape functions. In the present work, the
same MLS shape functions are employed for both the velocity and the stress components.v ¼ wI v^I ð31aÞ
r ¼ wI r^I ð31bÞwhere wI is the MLS shape function, v^I the velocity-related unknown and r^I the stress-related unknown of Ith
node, respectively.
Applying (31) to (28) the system matrix and vector of the least-squares formulation can be obtained in the
following form:KU ¼ F ð32Þ
where K is the system matrix, F the system vector and U the nodal unknown vector. They are expressed in the
following form:K ¼ ½KIJ  ð33aÞ
F ¼ fFIg ð33bÞ
U ¼ fUIg ð33cÞwhere KIJ is the component matrix of system matrix for Ith and Jth nodes, FI the component vector of system
vector for Ith node and UI the component vector of unknown vector for Ith node. They can be written as½KIJ  ¼
Z
wI
Kvv Kvr
Krv Krr
 
wJ dX ¼
R
wIKvvw
J dX
R
wIKvrw
J dXR
wIKrvw
J dX
R
wIKrrw
J dX
" #
ð34aÞ
FI ¼
Z
wI
Fv
Fr
 
dX ¼
R
wIFv dXR
wIFr dX
( )
ð34bÞ
UI ¼
Dv^I
Dr^I
 
ð34cÞ
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J ¼ 9
4
_e
r
 2
wIPTPwJ þ ðBsðwIÞÞTBsðwJ Þ ¼ 9
4
_e
r
 2
wIwJPTPþ ðBsðwIÞÞTBsðwJ Þ ð35ÞEach integrand in (34b) is calculated in a similar way. For example,wIFr ¼ 3
2
_e
r
wIPTRv  ðBsðwIÞÞTRr ð36ÞAt each integration point, the component matrix and vector (34) are computed for the nodes whose supports
cover the integration point and assembled to obtain the global system of linear equations (32).
After solving (32) at (i + 1)th iteration in (n + 1)th Newton step, the current velocity and stress are updated.
This could be done by adding the computed increments of solution as follows:vðn;iþ1Þ ¼ vðn;iÞ þ Dvðn;iþ1Þ ð37aÞ
rðn;iþ1Þ ¼ rðn;iÞ þ Drðn;iþ1Þ ð37bÞHowever, it should be noted that if the incremental change Dv(n,i+1) (or Dr(n,i+1)) is too large, updating the
solution according to (37) might result in an increase rather than a decrease in the squared residual I(v,r).
Therefore in the present work, the solution is updated using a line search method asvðn;iþ1Þ ¼ vðn;iÞ þ aDvðn;iþ1Þ ð38aÞ
rðn;iþ1Þ ¼ rðn;iÞ þ aDrðn;iþ1Þ ð38bÞThe scalar a is selected to minimize the functional of squared residual. In the present work, the range of a is
considered as 0 < a < 2. In this range a is increased in steps of 0.1 and for each a the functional is calculated.
The lowest value of the functional and the values on either side of the lowest value are used to construct a
parabolic ﬁt from which the value of a minimizing the functional is computed. This optimal value of a is used
in (38) to obtain the improved solution for the next iteration. For each Newton step, iterations are performed
until the decrements of the functional and each component of residual are below a prescribed tolerance.
Then the deformed geometry at current state is calculated byx ¼ xn þ vðn;iþ1ÞDt ð39Þ
where Dt is the time increment. The strain is updated in a similar manner from the strain rate solution.
3.2. Treatment of rigid region
In the formulation described in the previous section, the constitutive equation (5b) can apply to only the
region where the equivalent strain rate is not too small. In the rigid region, which is characterized by a very
small value of equivalent strain rate in comparison with that in the deforming body, some numerical diﬃculty
is occurred when equivalent strain rate approaches zero. For example, the right-hand side of (18) cannot be
calculated.
To overcome this diﬃculty, the following linear constitutive equation is used in the rigid region (Kobayashi
et al., 1989):_eij ¼ 3
2
_e0
r
r0ij for _e 6 _e0 ð40Þwhere _e0 takes an assigned limiting value. This treatment of the rigid behavior is just for avoiding numerical
diﬃculties, not for estimating the elastic part of deformation. Ignoring the elastic part of deformation, the
present method cannot calculate the residual stresses considering the elastic unloading.
Then the residual of constitutive equation (10a) is deﬁned as follows:Rv  Be1v 3
2
_e0
r
Pr ð41Þ
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2
_e0
r
Pdr ð42ÞThe second variation of Rv becomes null vector.
Following the procedure of the previous section, the integrands of system equation (28) are replaced as
follows:Kvv ¼ BTe1Be1 ð43aÞ
Kvr ¼  3
2
_e0
r
BTe1P ð43bÞ
Krv ¼  3
2
_e0
r
PTBe1 ð43cÞ
Krr ¼ 9
4
_e0
r
 2
PTPþ BTs Bs ð43dÞ
Fv ¼ BTe1Rv ð44aÞ
Fr ¼ 3
2
_e0
r
PTRv  BTs Rr ð44bÞ3.3. Degeneration to two-dimensional cases
In this section, the least-squares formulation for rigid-plasticity proposed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 is applied
to two-dimensional cases. In the sequel, the least-squares methods for plane stress, plane strain and axisym-
metric problems are presented.
3.3.1. Plane stress problems
In plane stress case, r13 = r23 = r33 = 0 is assumed. Then by (5b) the following conditions are given.r011 ¼
2
3
r11  1
3
r22 ð45aÞ
r022 ¼ 
1
3
r11 þ 2
3
r22 ð45bÞ
r033 ¼ 
1
3
r11  1
3
r22 ¼ r011  r022 ð45cÞ
_e13 ¼ _e23 ¼ 0 ð46aÞ
_e33 ¼ _e11  _e22 ð46bÞConsidering these conditions and the governing equations (5), the matrix and vector notations (7) are
changed as follows:v ¼ m1 m2½ T ð47aÞ
r ¼ r11 r22 r12½ T ð47bÞ
_e ¼ _e11 _e22 _e12½ T ¼ Be1v ð47cÞ
r0 ¼ r011 r022 r12½ T ¼ Pr ð47dÞ
Be1 ¼
o=ox 0
0 o=oy
0:5o=oy 0:5o=ox
2
64
3
75 ð47eÞ
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2o=ox 0
0 2o=oy
o=oy o=ox
2
64
3
75 ð47fÞ
P ¼
2=3 1=3 0
1=3 2=3 0
0 0 1
2
64
3
75 ð47gÞ
Bs ¼
o=ox 0 o=oy
0 o=oy o=ox
 
ð47hÞIn this case, ﬁve unknowns, the components of v and r, are employed as independent variables. By (45) the
expression of P, which extracts the deviatoric stress components from the stress components, is obvious.
The expression of Be2 (47f) is such that the ﬁrst variation of equivalent strain rate has the same form of (17).
Here in plane stress case, let us follow the procedure from (15) to (17). The square of equivalent strain rate is
written as_e2 ¼ 2
3
ð_e211 þ _e222 þ 2_e212 þ _e233Þ ð48ÞTaking variations to both sides of (48) gives_ed_e ¼ 2
3
ð_e11d_e11 þ _e22d_e22 þ 2_e12d_e12 þ _e33d_e33Þ ð49ÞBy (46)_ed_e ¼ 2=3f_e11d_e11 þ _e22d_e22 þ 2_e12d_e12 þ ð_e11 þ _e22Þðd_e11 þ d_e22Þg
¼ 2=3f_e11ð2d_e11 þ d_e22Þ þ _e22ðd_e11 þ 2d_e22Þ þ 2_e12d_e12g ð50ÞThen, from (47c) and (47f) d_e is given by (17).
With the matrix and vector notations presented in (47), the residuals have the same form of (10). Thus, fol-
lowing the procedure in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 to obtain the system matrix and vector for plane stress case gives
the same equations. It means that we can obtain the system of linear equations by replacing (7) with (47) in
(29) and (30).
3.3.2. Plane strain problems
In plane strain case, _e13 ¼ _e23 ¼ _e33 ¼ 0 is assumed. Then by (5b) the following conditions hold:r13 ¼ r23 ¼ 0 ð51aÞ
r33 ¼ 1
2
ðr11 þ r22Þ ð51bÞ
r011 ¼ r022 ¼
1
2
ðr11  r22Þ ð52aÞ
r033 ¼ 0 ð52bÞ
Considering these conditions and the governing equations (5), the matrix and vector notations (7) are
changed as follows:v ¼ m1 m2½ T ð53aÞ
r ¼ r11 r22 r12½ T ð53bÞ
_e ¼ _e11 _e22 _e12½ T ¼ Be1v ð53cÞ
r0 ¼ r011 r022 r12½ T ¼ Pr ð53dÞ
Be1 ¼
o=ox 0
0 o=oy
0:5o=oy 0:5o=ox
2
64
3
75 ð53eÞ
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o=ox 0
0 o=oy
o=oy o=ox
2
64
3
75 ð53fÞ
P ¼
0:5 0:5 0
0:5 0:5 0
0 0 1
2
64
3
75 ð53gÞ
Bs ¼
o=ox 0 o=oy
0 o=oy o=ox
 
ð53hÞIn plane strain problems, ﬁve unknowns, the components of v and r, are employed as independent variables.
The expression of P is obtained from (52).
The expression of Be2 (53f) is such that the ﬁrst variation of equivalent strain rate has the same form of (17).
In plane strain case, the square of equivalent strain rate is written as_e2 ¼ 2
3
ð_e211 þ _e222 þ 2_e212Þ ð54ÞTaking variations to both sides of (54), we have_ed_e ¼ 2
3
ð_e11d_e11 þ _e22d_e22 þ 2_e12d_e12Þ ð55ÞThen, from (53c) and (53f) d_e is given by (17).
With the matrix and vector notations presented in (53), the residuals have the same form of (10). Thus we
can obtain the system of linear equations for plane strain case by replacing (7) with (53) in (29) and (30).
3.3.3. Axisymmetric problems
Under the assumption of axisymmetric deformation, the following conditions hold using cylindrical coor-
dinate system (r,h,z)_erh ¼ _ezh ¼ 0 ð56Þ
rrh ¼ rzh ¼ 0 ð57ÞThen the equilibrium equation (5a) is written asrrr
r
þ orrr
or
þ orrz
oz
 rhh
r
¼ 0 ð58aÞ
rzr
r
þ orzr
or
þ orzz
oz
¼ 0 ð58bÞThe compatibility equation (5d), the relationship between strain rate and velocity, is written as_err ¼ omror ð59aÞ
_ezz ¼ omzor ð59bÞ
_erz ¼ 1
2
omr
oz
þ omz
or
 
ð59cÞ
_ehh ¼ mrr ð59dÞConsidering (56) to (59), the following matrix and vector notations are introduced instead of (7).v ¼ mr mz½ T ð60aÞ
r ¼ rrr rzz rrz rhh½ T ð60bÞ
_e ¼ _err _ezz _erz _ehh½ T ¼ Be1v ð60cÞ
r0 ¼ r0rr r0zz rrz r0hh½ T ¼ Pr ð60dÞ
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o=or 0
0 o=oz
0:5o=oz 0:5o=or
1=r 0
2
6664
3
7775 ð60eÞ
Be2 
o=or 0
0 o=oz
o=oz o=or
1=r 0
2
6664
3
7775 ð60fÞ
P 
2=3 1=3 0 1=3
1=3 2=3 0 1=3
0 0 1 0
1=3 1=3 0 2=3
2
6664
3
7775 ð60gÞ
Bs 
1=r þ o=or 0 o=oz 1=r
0 o=oz 1=r þ o=or 0
 
ð60hÞSix unknowns, the components of v and r, are employed as independent variables.
The expression of Be2 (60f) is such that the ﬁrst variation of equivalent strain rate has the same form of (17).
In axisymmetric problems the square of equivalent strain rate is written as_e2 ¼ 2=3ð_e2rr þ _e2zz þ 2_e2rz þ _e2hhÞ ð61Þ
Taking variations to both sides of (61) gives_ed_e ¼ 2=3ð_errd_err þ _ezzd_ezz þ 2_erzd_erz þ _ehhd_ehhÞ ð62Þ
Thus, from (60c) and (60f) d_e is given by (17).
With the matrix and vector notations presented in (60), the residuals have the same form of (10). Thus we
can obtain the system of linear equations for axisymmetric problem by replacing (7) with (60) in (29) and (30).
4. Boundary and frictional contact conditions
In metal forming problems the boundary is divided into three distinct parts; velocity-prescribed boundary,
traction-prescribed boundary and contact boundary. The velocity and traction boundary conditions can be
imposed by penalty method in a similar manner with linear elastic problems (Kwon et al., 2003). However
some modiﬁcations are required for nonlinear case. On the contact boundary, frictional constraints are con-
sidered and enforced by penalty method.
4.1. Velocity and traction boundary conditions
In case of two-dimensional problem, the velocity boundary conditions are given asmn ¼ nTv ¼ mn on C1 ð63aÞ
mt ¼ tTv ¼ mt on C2 ð63bÞwhere mn and mt are the prescribed normal and tangential velocities on C1 and C2, respectively; n = [n1n2]
T the
unit normal vector and t = [t1 t2]
T the unit tangential vector on boundary. The traction boundary conditions
are given astn ¼ pTr ¼ tn on C3 ð64aÞ
tt ¼ qTr ¼ tt on C4 ð64bÞwhere tn and tt are the prescribed normal and tangential tractions on C3 and C4, respectively. The geometric
vectors p and q are deﬁned as
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T ð65aÞ
q ¼ t1n1 t2n2 t1n2 þ t2n1½ T ð65bÞIn the present work, these boundary conditions are imposed by penalty method. Thus the following func-
tional is added to the right-hand side of (11):IBðv; rÞ  am
2
Z
C1
ðnTv mnÞ2 dCþ am
2
Z
C2
ðtTv mtÞ2 dCþ at
2
Z
C3
ðpTrtnÞ2 dCþ at
2
Z
C4
ðqTrttÞ2 dC ð66Þwhere am and at are the penalty constants. The collocation is employed for the discretization of (66) as follows:IBðv; rÞ  am
2
X
A2C1
ðnTv mnÞ2A þ
am
2
X
A2C2
ðtTv mtÞ2A þ
at
2
X
A2C3
ðpTrtnÞ2A þ
at
2
X
A2C4
ðqTrttÞ2A ð67Þwhere A is summed over all nodes on the corresponding boundary. At current deformed geometry, the tan-
gential vector on Ath boundary node is approximated by the direction of the segment of two adjacent nodes
on the boundary as shown in Fig. 1.t ¼ ðxA2  xA1Þ=kxA2  xA1k ð68ÞThen the normal vector on Ath node is approximated asn ¼ e3  t ð69ÞThe stationary condition of IB(m,r) givesam
X
A2C1
ðdvTnðnTvmnÞÞA þ am
X
A2C2
ðdvTtðtTv mtÞÞA þ at
X
A2C3
ðdrTpðpTrtnÞÞA þ at
X
A2C4
ðdrTqðqTrttÞÞA ¼ 0
ð70ÞApplying Newton’s method to (70) we haveam
X
A2C1
ðdvTnnTDvÞA þ am
X
A2C2
ðdvTttTDvÞA þ at
X
A2C3
ðdrTppTDrÞA þ at
X
A2C4
ðdrTqqTDrÞA
¼ am
X
A2C1
ðdvTnðnTv mnÞÞA  am
X
A2C2
ðdvTtðtTv mtÞÞA  at
X
A2C3
ðdrTpðpTrtnÞÞA
 at
X
A2C4
ðdrTqðqTrttÞÞA ð71ÞThen the velocity and stress at xA are approximated by MLS shape functions.vA ¼ wIðxAÞv^I ¼ wIAv^I ð72aÞ
rA ¼ wIðxAÞr^I ¼ wIAr^I ð72bÞFig. 1. Discretization of surface geometry.
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X
A2C1
amðwInnTwJ ÞA
 !
Dv^J þ ðdv^IÞT
X
A2C2
amðwI ttTwJ ÞA
 !
Dv^J þ ðdr^IÞT
X
A2C3
atðwIppTwJ ÞA
 !
Dr^J
þ ðdr^IÞT
X
A2C4
atðwIqqTwJ Þ
 !
Dr^J ¼ ðdv^IÞT
X
A2C1
amðwInðnTv mnÞÞI  ðdv^IÞT
X
A2C2
amðwI tðtTv mtÞÞI
 ðdr^IÞT
X
A2C3
atðwIpðpTrtnÞÞI  ðdr^IÞT
X
A2C4
atðwIqðqTrttÞÞI ð73ÞThusðdv^IÞT
X
A2C1
amðwInnTwJ ÞA þ
X
A2C2
amðwI ttTwJÞA
 !
Dv^J þ ðdr^IÞT
X
A2C3
atðwIppTwJ ÞA þ
X
A2C4
atðwIqqTwJ Þ
 !
Dr^J
¼ ðdv^IÞT
X
A2C1
amðwInðnTv mnÞÞI þ
X
A2C2
amðwI tðtTv mtÞÞI
 !
 ðdr^IÞT
X
A2C3
atðwIpðpTrtnÞÞI 
X
A2C4
atðwIqðqTrttÞÞI
 !
ð74ÞTo impose velocity and traction boundary conditions, the left-side of (74) is added to (34a) and the right-hand
side to (34b).
4.2. Frictional contact conditions
The boundary condition on the contact boundary Cc, i.e. the tool-workpiece interface, is mixed. The con-
tact constraint does not allow the interpenetration to occur between the tool and the workpiece. This gives the
normal velocity constraint on Cc as follows:mn ¼ nTVD ð75Þ
where VD, is the die velocity and n is the unit normal vector from the workpiece to the die. In the present work,
the die is assumed to be rigid and thus t and n are given from the die geometry on the contact boundary. In the
direction of the relative velocity between the die and the workpiece the frictional stress exists. In the present
work, the following friction law is employed for rigid-plasticity (Kobayashi et al., 1989):fs ¼ mk usjusj ﬃ mk
2
p
tan1
us
u0
  
ð76Þwhere fs is the frictional stress, m a constant friction factor and k ¼ r0=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
is the shear yield stress; us is the
sliding velocity of the material relative to the die velocity and u0 is a small positive number compared to
us. In (76) it is expressed that the direction of frictional stress is opposite to that of the relative sliding velocity
us.
The normal constraint (75) is written asmn ¼ nTv ¼ nTVD ð77Þ
It is the same form with (63a) since nTVD is a given value. Thus the normal constraint is imposed in the man-
ner described in Section 4.1.
The tangential constraint tt = fs is written asqTr ¼ mk 2
p
tan1
us
u0
  
ð78Þwhere the relative sliding velocity us is expressed asus ¼ tTðv VDÞ ð79Þ
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1 us
u0
  
ð80ÞIn the present work, the tangential constraint is imposed by penalty method. Thus let us consider the following
functional which is added to the right-hand side of (11):ICðv;rÞ  at
2
Z
Cc
R2C dC 
at
2
X
A2Cc
ðRCÞ2A ð81ÞIn (81) the collocation discretization is used and thus A is summed over all nodes on the contact boundary.
Applying the stationary condition and then Newton’s method to IC(v,r), we haveat
X
A2Cc
ðdRCDRCÞA ¼ at
X
A2Cc
ðdRCRCÞA ð82ÞIn (82) we ignore the higher-order term D(dRC). The ﬁrst variation of RC is given asdRC ¼ qTdrþ mk 2p
u0
u20 þ u2s
dus ¼ qTdrþ mk 2p
u0
u20 þ u2s
tTdv ð83ÞIn (83), dus = t
Tdv is used (see (79)). Substituting (83) to (82) we obtainat
X
A2Cc
ðdvTC2ttTDvÞA þ at
X
A2Cc
ðdvTCtqTDrÞA þ at
X
A2Cc
ðdrTCqtTDvÞA þ at
X
A2Cc
ðdrTqqTDrÞA
¼ at
X
A2Cc
ðdvTCRCtÞA 
X
A2Cc
ðdrTRCqÞA ð84ÞwhereC  mk 2
p
u0
u20 þ u2s
ð85ÞBy the MLS approximation (72) we haveðdv^IÞT
X
A2Cc
atðwIC2ttTwJ ÞA
 !
Dv^J þ ðdv^IÞT
X
A2Cc
atðwICtqTwJ ÞA
 !
Dr^J
þ ðdr^IÞT
X
A2Cc
atðwICqtTwJ ÞA
 !
Dv^J þ ðdrIÞT
X
A2Cc
atðwIqqTwJ ÞA
 !
Dr^J
¼ ðdv^IÞT
X
A2Cc
atðwICRCtÞA  ðdr^IÞT
X
A2Cc
atðwIRCqÞA ð86ÞThen the left-hand side of (86) is added to (34a) and the right-hand side to (34b) for imposing the frictional
stress condition.
5. Generation of integration points using nodal supports
For the eﬀectiveness of meshfree method, the numerical integration of variational formulation should be
performed without the use of element-like cells. The LSMFM is robust to integration errors and thus inaccu-
rate integration cells resulting in the integration error within moderate range can be eﬀectively employed (Park
and Youn, 2001; Park et al., 2003). Up to now, LSMFM has used the quadtree cells or Voronoi cells for inte-
gration. Although the construction of those cells is much easier than that of element-like cells, it is still desir-
able not to use any extrinsic cells in meshfree framework. Furthermore, it could be reminded that the meshfree
approximation has its own intrinsic cells, i.e. nodal supports. In the sequel, the support integration is
described, which will be employed in the numerical examples of Section 7.
Fig. 2. Support integration; generation of integration points using inﬂuence domain.
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approach has been applied to Galerkin meshfree method (Atluri and Zhu, 1998). However, due to the fact that
Galerkin method requires accurate integration a large number of integration points should be used in Galer-
kin meshfree method; about 40 integration points have been used in each nodal support.
The support integration in the present work generates four integration points in the inﬂuence domain of
each node as shown in Fig. 2. The distance between the integration points and the corresponding node is cho-
sen as a given ratio of the size of nodal support as follows:Distance between integration point and node ¼ r  hI
a
ð87Þwhere r is the given ratio, hI the radius of nodal support and a the normalized size of support.
The trial weight factor of each integration point is given by a fourth of the area of the inﬂuence domain, i.e.
ph2I =4. After generating integration points for the inﬂuence domains of all nodes, the points outside the
domain are removed. Then the ﬁnal weight factor of each evaluation point is obtained by the multiplication
of the trial weight factor and a scaling constant. The scaling constant is the area of problem domain divided by
the total sum of the trial weight factors of all evaluation points. Therefore the total sum of weight factors
becomes the area of domain. It is noted that in this simple scheme no extrinsic cells are involved. Despite
the present description of support integration in two-dimensions, its extension to three-dimensions is straight-
forward with a sphere of nodal support.
6. Reshaping of nodal supports
In most metal forming processes, deformation is usually very large and this causes some diﬃculties in
numerical analysis of such problems. In the ﬁnite element method, the large deformation commonly distorts
elements severely, especially between the die surface and the deforming material. With such severely distorted
elements, the numerical results inevitably contain errors due to the error of the ﬁnite element interpolation.
Moreover the ﬁnite element method fails when the Jacobian at an integration point has a negative value
due to large local deformation. Thus remeshing is commonly required in the ﬁnite element analysis of large
deformation. However the reconstruction of elements is often burdensome and time-consuming.
Meshfree methods might have merits in reducing the eﬀorts for meshing and remeshing. To solve large
deformation, meshfree methods have been employing the Lagrangian shape functions (Chen et al., 1998; Li
et al., 2000; Liew et al., 2002). The Lagrangian shape functions and their spatial derivatives are obtained
by the transformation from the initial (deformation-free) meshfree shape functions using the current displace-
ment ﬁeld. This approach appears to be the same with the ﬁnite element method where the current shape func-
tions are obtained by the transformation from the master elements. Thus it is expected that when deformation
is very large meshfree methods with the Lagrangian shape functions might suﬀer from the same diﬃculties as
the ﬁnite element method.
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the nodal supports are reconstructed to have regular shapes. This approach is similar with the remeshing in the
ﬁnite element method where elements are reconstructed to have regular geometry. However its diﬀerence is that
the construction of supports does not involve the graphical treatment of domain and is very straightforward.
For the reshaping of supports to be done automatically, ﬁrst it should be determined when the reshaping is
performed. The values of Jacobian at integration points may be used for this criterion, i.e. when Jacobian
becomes small or negative, reshaping is preformed. Another simple one is that reshaping is done every several
Newton steps.
With new shape functions, the nodal values should be reassigned since the nodal values in MLS approxi-
mation are not actual values of ﬁeld variables but ﬁctitious values for the approximation. In the present work,
the least-squares collocation is used such that the actual ﬁeld values at each node do not change after the
reshaping as follows:Min:
XN
k¼1
ðwIðxKÞu^I  uðxKÞÞ2 ð88Þwhere N is the number of nodes, u^I the new ﬁctitious value at Ith node for approximating the ﬁeld variable u,
and u(xK) the current value of u at the Kth nodal point, respectively. Then, by the stationary condition the
following equation is obtained:XN
K¼1
wIðxKÞwJ ðxKÞ
 !
u^J ¼
XN
K¼1
wIðxKÞuðxKÞ ð89ÞFor rigid-plasticity, (83) is solved for each component of v and r.
In the present work, we use the same integration points at the initial conﬁguration and thus assigning ﬁeld
variables (calculated only at integration points) to new integration points is not required. The use of same inte-
gration points is justiﬁable since the least-squares meshfree method is robust to integration errors. This
reshaping of nodal supports in least-squares meshfree method to deal with large deformation is very simple
compared with the remeshing in the ﬁnite element method. It should be noted that the construction of sup-
ports does not involve the graphical treatment of domain, but is implemented only by changing some param-
eters such as the radii of inﬂuence and recalculating the geometric relationship such as the distance between a
node and an integration point.
7. Numerical examples
In this section, some numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
least-squares meshfree method for rigid-plasticity. It should be mentioned that non-dimensionalized stress
and velocity components are actually used as the nodal unknowns in the least-squares formulation. For the
domain integration, the element integration and the support integration described in Section 5 are employed.
In this paper, the element integration means that the integration points are distributed in quadrilateral ele-
ment-like cells with 4 · 4 Gauss quadrature rules. For the support integration, 4 integration points are gener-
ated in each nodal support with r = 0.25. For a quantitative comparison between numerical results, the
relative diﬀerence norm is considered. With two numerical solutions, i.e. uh1 and u
h
2, for the same problem
the relative diﬀerence norm is deﬁned as follows:Relative difference norm ¼ ku
h
1  uh2kL2ðXÞ
kuh1kL2ðXÞ
ð90Þ7.1. Finite extension
As a test example, a ﬁnite extension problem (Fig. 3) is solved under the plane strain assumption. In Fig. 3,
Lx = 0.04 m and Ly = 0.01 m are used, and the material is assumed to be perfectly plastic with r ¼ 500 MPa.
Fig. 3. Finite extension example.
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result of LSMFM with the exact solution, the spatial derivatives with respect to the initial conﬁguration were
used during the analysis of LSMFM.
The stress and strain curves with respect to stretch ratio kx are shown in Fig. 4. Here, rﬂow means the ﬂow
stress and eeﬀ_pl the eﬀective plastic strain. It is observed that the stress and strain curves follow the ﬂow rule
exactly. For example, at kx = 1.1 the LSMFM gives the exact values of stress and strain: exx ¼ eyy ¼
0:1; e ¼ 2= ﬃﬃﬃ3p  101 and rxx ¼ 2rzz ¼ 1= ﬃﬃﬃ3p GPa. Such exact results of LSMFM are due to the linear dis-
placement ﬁeld of this example, which can be exactly approximated since the MLS shape functions satisfy
the linear consistency.
7.2. Plate bending
The air bending process, which implies that the shape taken up by the metal depends on the punch position
and not on the die shape, is widely used in the sheet-metal industry. In this section, the plate bending (Fig. 5) is
analyzed under the plane strain condition. The normalized dimensions with the workpiece thickness T = 1 are;
die opening W = 7.5, punch radius RP = 1.8 and die corner radius, RD = 1.2. The punch and the die are
assumed to be rigid. It is also assumed that there is no friction acting along the punch and die surfaces.
The workpiece material is aluminum alloy 2024-0 for which the following stress–plastic strain relationship
is used in the analysis (Oh and Kobayashi, 1980):r ¼ 293ðe
pÞ0:191 MPa for ep > 0:04
128:2þ 756:6ðepÞMPa for ep 6 0:04
(
ð91ÞDue to the symmetry of the process, the analysis is performed for one half of the workpiece. In the present
work, two nodal distributions are used for the LSMFM analysis. The model with regular distribution of nodes
and the one with irregular distribution are shown in Fig. 6. Both the element and support integrations are
tested in the case of the regular distribution, and the support integration is used in the case of the irregular
distribution. Except on the contact and symmetric surfaces, traction free boundary conditions are imposed.
The analysis is performed until the punch displacement is 3.2 with 80 loading (Newton) steps. In each loading
step, iterations are performed until the decrease of squared residual I(v,r) comes within 108. Such conver-
gence was obtained with less than 20 iterations in each loading step and the converged solution maintained
the residual below 5 · 104.
For the purpose of comparison, Galerkin ﬁnite element analysis is also performed using ABAQUS. Here
the workpiece is assumed to be an elasto-plastic material with the Young’s modulus E = 68.9 GPa and Pois-
son’s ratio m = 0.33 (Oh and Kobayashi, 1980). For the ﬁnite element analysis, the regular mesh of 4-node
bilinear elements is constructed from the regular distribution of nodes (Fig. 6(a)). The hybrid formulation
available in ABAQUS is used with reduced integration and hourglass control. The time (loading) step size
was set to be 0.125% of total punch displacement with 800 loading steps.
Fig. 4. The stress and strain curves of LSMFM for ﬁnite extension example.
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of plate bending process.
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Fig. 6. Initial distributions of nodes: (a) regular distribution; (b) irregular distribution.
7470 K.-C. Kwon, S.-K. Youn / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 7450–7481Fig. 7 shows the deformed geometries obtained by LSMFM and Galerkin FEM when the punch displace-
ment is 3.2. Fig. 7(a)–(c) are LSMFM results. Fig. 7(a) and (b) are from the regular distribution of nodes with
the element and support integrations, respectively. Fig. 7(c) is from the irregular distribution with the support
integration. Fig. 7(d) is from Galerkin FEM. It is observed that those deformed shapes are in good agreement.
Table 1 shows the relative diﬀerence norms between the displacement ﬁelds from LSMFM results. The diﬀer-
ence norms between LSMFM results are below 0.5%. Such good agreements imply that the proposed LSMFM
works well with acceptable integration errors, and thus a truly meshfree scheme resulting in reliable accuracy
is achieved since the LSMFM does not require any structure of cells in both approximation and integration.
Fig. 8 shows the history of deformation from the LSMFM analysis with the regular distribution and the sup-
port integration.
Figs. 9 and 10 compare the eﬀective plastic strains and rxx, respectively, with three LSMFM analyses and
Galerkin FE analysis when the punch displacement is 3.2. Tables 2 and 3 list the relative diﬀerence norms
among LSMFM results. Their maximum diﬀerences in eﬀective plastic strain and rxx are within 8.8% and
10.3%, respectively. It is also observed that two LSMFM results with the regular distribution of nodes show
better agreement. Their diﬀerence norms are 6.0% and 7.6% for eﬀective plastic strain and rxx, respectively.
Oh and Kobayashi (1980) has observed that the bend radius of workpiece does not follow that of punch,
and that the workpiece separates from the punch and only a small portion of the workpiece is in contact with
the punch. The bend angle and the clearance between punch pole and workpiece from the Galerkin FE anal-
ysis are compared with those of LSMFM in Fig. 11. Since the LSMFM’s plot for bend angle versus punch
displacement agrees perfectly with the results of FEM, the results of FEM are not plotted. From the graph
for clearance, both results depict the fact that the workpiece’s separation from the punch pole occurs during
the process, and show the similar trends. However the LSMFM gives smaller clearance with small punch dis-
placement and larger clearance with large punch displacement compared to the results of the ﬁnite element
analysis. The thinning (in thickness) of the workpiece at bending axis is plotted in Fig. 12. Both results of
LSMFM and Galerkin FEM are in good agreement as the bend angle approaches 90, but the LSMFM shows
smaller thinning in the range of small bend angles than the Galerkin ﬁnite element method.
Fig. 7. Deformed shapes when punch displacement is 3.2: (a) LSMFM with regular nodes and element integration; (b) LSMFM with
regular nodes and support integration; (c) LSMFM with irregular nodes and support integration; (d) Galerkin ﬁnite element method
(ABAQUS).
Table 1
The relative diﬀerence norms of displacement among LSMFM results for the plate bending problem
Reference result
LSMFM 1 (RegNd, E1Itg) LSMFM 2 (RegNd, SpItg) LSMFM 3 (IrregNd, SpItg)
LSMFM 1 0 0.00196 0.00396
LSMFM 2 0.00196 0 0.00428
LSMFM 3 0.00398 0.00432 0
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Fig. 8. Deformed shapes using the regular nodes and support integration for punch displacement: (a) 0.2; (b) 0.8; (c) 1.4; (d) 2.0; (e) 2.6; (f)
3.2.
Fig. 9. Eﬀective plastic strains when punch displacement is 3.2: (a) LSMFMwith regular nodes and element integration; (b) LSMFMwith
regular nodes and support integration; (c) LSMFM with irregular nodes and support integration; (d) Galerkin ﬁnite element method
(ABAQUS).
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Fig. 10. Distributions of rxx when punch displacement is 3 2: (a) LSMFM with regular nodes and element integration; (b) LSMFM with
regular nodes and support integration; (c) LSMFM with irregular nodes and support integration; (d) Galerkin ﬁnite element method
(ABAQUS).
Table 2
The relative diﬀerence norms of eﬀective plastic strain among LSMFM results for the plate bending problem
Reference result
LSMFM 1 (RegNd, E1Itg) LSMFM 2 (RegNd, SpItg) LSMFM 3 (IrregNd, SpItg)
LSMFM 1 0 0.0555 0.0872
LSMFM 2 0.0598 0 0.0653
LSMFM 3 0.0847 0.0626 0
Table 3
The relative diﬀerence norms of rxx among LSMFM results for the plate bending problem
Reference result
LSMFM 1 (RegNd, E1Itg) LSMFM 2 (RegNd, SpItg) LSMFM 3 (IrregNd, SpItg)
LSMFM 1 0 0.0756 0.1021
LSMFM 2 0.0755 0 0.0895
LSMFM 3 0.1015 0.0891 0
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The ring compression test has gained wide acceptance to estimate the friction condition in metal forming
processes, particularly for bulk deformation such as forging processes. A ﬂat ring is compressed between two
ﬂat plates as shown in Fig. 13. As the height is reduced, when the interface friction is low, the inner diameter of
Fig. 11. Comparisons of bend angle and punch pole-workpiece clearance between LSMFM and Galerkin ﬁnite element method
(ABAQUS).
Fig. 13. Geometric description of ring compression and initial distribution of nodes.
Fig. 12. Comparison of thinning of the plate at the bending axis between LSMFM and Galerkin ﬁnite element method (ABAQUS).
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compression test are available and most of them are based on an approximate stress analysis or on the upperFig. 14. Deformed shapes using support integration at 50% of height reduction with various friction factors: (a) m = 0.1; (b) m = 0.3; (c)
m = 0.7; (d) stick condition.
Fig. 15. The reductions in internal diameter by LSMFM, upper bound method (Kalpakjian, 1991) and Galerkin ﬁnite element method
(ABAQUS).
Fig. 16. Progressive deformed shapes with stick condition using support integration up to 50% reduction in height.
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the ratio of 6:3:2 for outer diameter to inner diameter to height. The geometry in Fig. 13 is used in the analysis
of LSMFM: the outer diameter, 2RO = 12 cm, inner diameter, 2RI = 6 cm and height, 2H0 = 4 cm. The ﬂat
tools are assumed to be rigid and the ring material is assumed to be a cold forging steel 16MnCr5 and perfectly
plastic with yield stress r ¼ 100 MPa (Chen et al., 1998).
Due to symmetry, the analysis is performed for only a quarter of the ring using the axisymmetric formu-
lation. Both the element and support integrations are used in the analysis of LSMFM with the nodal distri-
bution in Fig. 13, and also the diﬀerent values of friction factors are considered. These frictional contact
conditions are imposed by the penalty scheme described in Section 4. In each case, the ring is compressed
to half of its initial height in 40 loading steps. In each loading step, the residual below 104 was obtained.
In this example, the reshaping of nodal supports described in Section 6 is employed. Without reconstruction
of nodal supports, the Lagrangian shape functions give negative values of Jacobian at integration points near
upper corners when a boundary node newly comes into contact with the ﬂat tool. Thus the reshaping of nodal
supports is performed at every ﬁve loading steps in this work.
Fig. 17. Deformed shapes with stick condition using: (a) element integration; (b) support integration.
Fig. 18. Eﬀective plastic strain with stick condition using: (a) element integration; (b) support integration.
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condition. These results are obtained using the support integration. The results show the fact well that at
low friction the outward ﬂow dominates, but at high friction both inward and outward barrelling occur.
The reductions in inner diameter versus the reduction in height are plotted from the results of LSMFM,
the upper bound method (Kalpakjian, 1991) and Galerkin FEM in Fig. 15. For the purpose of veriﬁcation,
7478 K.-C. Kwon, S.-K. Youn / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 7450–7481the Galerkin FE analysis using ABAQUS is performed for m = 0 and stick condition. Under stick condition,
the FE analysis using ABAQUS failed without remeshing due to severe distortion of elements in the newly
contacted region. The result of FE analysis for stick condition in Fig. 15 was obtained via remeshing. In
FE analysis the ring is assumed to be an elasto-plastic material with Young’s modulus E = 288 GPa andFig. 19. Geometric description of axisymmetric forging and initial distribution of nodes.
Fig. 20. Final deformed shapes with diﬀerent frictional conditions: (a) m = 0; (b) m = 0.35.
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node elements and automatic time stepping is used with initial step size of 0.1% of total compression. The
comparison shows that those results agree well, but with m = 0.7 LSMFM gives larger reduction in inner
diameter than the upper bound method. It is due to the fact that the upper bound method does not account
for the bulge deformation. The progressive deformed shapes for stick condition, obtained from LSMFM anal-
ysis, are shown in Fig. 16.
The ﬁnal deformed shapes for stick condition with the element integration and the support integration are
shown in Fig. 17. Also, the comparison of eﬀective plastic strains is given in Fig. 18. Those results are shown to
be in good agreement. The relative diﬀerence norms between the element integration and support integration
are 2.03% and 6.18% for displacement and eﬀective plastic strain, respectively. It implies that the support inte-
gration is eﬀectively used in the proposed meshfree method.Fig. 21. Progressive deformed shapes with m = 0.35.
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A cylindrical workpiece of disk is forged in a compression die. The axisymmetric geometries of punch, die
and workpiece and the initial nodal distribution for LSMFM analysis are shown in Fig. 19. The initial height
and radius of the workpiece are 0.06 m and 0.08 m, respectively. The vertical die is placed at r = 0.105 m. As
the upper punch moves downward and the lower punch moves upward, the workpiece material ﬂows radially
as well as axially to the vacant region between punch and workpiece. The punch and die are assumed to be
rigid and only the workpiece is supposed to be deformable. The workpiece material is assumed to be cold forg-
ing steel 16MnCr5 and perfectly plastic with yield stress r ¼ 100 MPa.
The LSMFM analysis is based on the axisymmetric formulation and the support integration scheme is
employed. Only a quarter model of the workpiece is used in the analysis with symmetric boundary conditions.
It is assumed that the friction exists on the punch and the die surfaces. The analysis is performed until the
vertical displacement of the upper punch is 0.018 m. The process is temporally discretized by 144 loading steps.
In each loading step, the punch velocity is given as 0.025 m/s and the residual below 103 was obtained. In this
analysis, the reshaping of nodal supports was performed twice at 120th and 135th steps to deal with the severe
distortion occurred in the curved region of the die.
Fig. 20 shows the ﬁnal deformed geometries for two frictional conditions: m = 0 and m = 0.35. It is
observed that the obtained boundary shapes are similar for two frictional cases. However the inside nodal dis-
tributions at the deformed state are much diﬀerent and depend on the frictional condition on the workpiece’s
interfaces with the punch and the die. Fig. 21 shows the progressive deformed shapes for m = 0.35 at the
selected loading steps.8. Conclusions
The least-squares meshfree method for rigid-plasticity has been proposed. The method is based on the pro-
posed ﬁrst-order least-squares formulation and the moving least-squares approximation. The main beneﬁt of
the proposed method is the full achievement of meshfree strategy for the numerical analysis of metal forming
problems since any structure of extrinsic cells is not employed in the construction of approximation functions,
the treatment of incompressibility, the domain integration of variation formulation and the reconstruction of
approximation functions.
The proposed least-squares formulation, based on J2-ﬂow rule and inﬁnitesimal theory, minimizes the
squared residuals of the constitutive and equilibrium equations. It is a mixed-type method since the velocity
and stress components are used as nodal unknowns to represent the residuals in a form of ﬁrst-order diﬀer-
ential system. The use of stress components as nodal unknowns increases the number of degrees of freedom
and thus increases the computational cost in solving the system of linear algebraic equations. However the
increased amount of computational cost could be justiﬁed by the beneﬁt of the improved user’s convenience
in the work related with meshing and remeshing. Meanwhile, some computational eﬀorts in domain integra-
tion are saved since the required number of integration points is small in LSMFM. For the enforcement of the
boundary and frictional contact conditions in LSMFM, the penalty method has been used and the details of
its implementation have been presented. Also the reshaping of nodal supports has been introduced to over-
come the necessity of remodeling due to the severe local deformation in the region near tool-workpiece inter-
face. The proposed methods have been applied to some metal forming processes, and the numerical results
have shown the validity and eﬀectiveness of the method.References
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